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NEW YORK CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYER SCOTT GREENFIELD JOINS HULL MCGUIRE AS OF COUNSEL

PITTSBURGH--October 10, 2010--Scott Greenfield, a trial lawyer known throughout the United States for his successes in court and in investigations for clients charged with financial crimes, has joined Hull McGuire PC as Of Counsel, effective October 1, 2010.

Greenfield is one of a handful of top defense lawyers who excel in both trial work and appeals. He is also sought after for crafting compliance programs for in-house counsel that work, and for ending regulatory and criminal investigations at the earliest stages.

Greenfield graduated from Cornell University in 1979, and from New York Law School in 1982. He has served as a legal analyst for television news shows from "60 Minutes" to "20/20", and for ABC, NBC, CBS, BBC, Court TV and Fox News. His cases have been the subjects of a book, magazine articles and television programs.

At Hull McGuire, Greenfield will work with co-founder Dan Hull for corporate clients in regulatory disputes in the Americas and Western Europe, and with Julie McGuire and Al Sturtevant in the areas of securities and international transactions.

Criminal Defense Standouts: No Longer in Larger Firms.

"The idea of Scott Greenfield at Hull McGuire is straightforward," Dan Hull said. "The best trial lawyers for corporate clients--especially in criminal work--do not hang their hats in the large
law firms of America and Europe.”

“Savvy in-house counsel have known this for years,” Hull continued. “Trial talent resides in smaller shops like Greenfield’s. By offering his firm’s expertise to Hull McGuire, Scott gives our existing clients a unique strategist and resource for criminal and regulatory investigations at a level they simply cannot find at ‘large’ law firms.”

Greenfield added: “Joining Hull McGuire creates a true synergy that will allow me to continue to provide the hard-core strategic defense that is rarely available to corporations and executives, while expanding my reach to the firm’s select corporate clientele.”

“Hull McGuire has the clients I want to serve—and the people and resources to enable me to do so. I bring the level of representation their clients demand—and very often aren’t getting.”

Greenfield is also well-known for his written work on legal issues. His writings in trial and appellate courts—and in articles and op-ed pieces in U.S. magazines and newspapers—are considered to be some of the best in the nation.

His blog, Simple Justice, which comments daily on a variety of legal, commercial and social issues, has long been one of the most popular in the North American and European business and legal communities.

**Hull McGuire PC**

Established in 1992, Hull McGuire ([www.hullmcguire.com](http://www.hullmcguire.com)) solves problems in the areas of U.S. and international corporate tax, corporate transactions (including securities), complex federal litigation, ADR, IP (including bio-tech), employment practices, energy and natural resources, SOX, SEC, and EPA criminal and civil compliance and defense, and federal legislative affairs.

Since 1998, it has been an active member of the International Business Law Consortium ([www.iblc.com](http://www.iblc.com)) in Salzburg, Austria.

Based in Pittsburgh, Hull McGuire also has offices in Washington, D.C. and San Diego.